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appointments,’” explained Sanes, “that it
can use to enter into partnerships with de-
partments. This will allow the depart-
ments to hire faculty who will want to par-
ticipate in the center, without having to
give up their other priorities. For example,
suppose that the psychology department
had two positions open, but three di≠erent
areas in which it wanted to build. By part-
nering with the center, it could hire two
neuroscientists, and still have a slot left
over for another area.”

Already, a number of FAS faculty
members are heavily involved in the
center, includ-
ing Catherine
Dulac, Markus
Meister, and
Florian En-
gert in biol-
ogy and Ste-
phen Kosslyn
and Marc Haus-
er in psychol-
ogy. Several faculty
members in the HMS neu-
robiology department are also enthusias-
tic participants. That gives Sanes hopes of
gathering within five years up to 20 faculty
members who are committed to the goals
of the center. Some will have research
space in their respective departments, but
seven or eight will have laboratories in the
“Northwest Lab” now being planned for
the former Oxford Street parking lot,
north of the University Museums com-
plex. The building, consisting of about
200,000 square feet above grade and
roughly the same square footage under-
ground, will also house shared technical
resources, an auditorium, meeting rooms,
and the center’s administrative o∞ce.

A major goal is to tackle, “in a new
way,” said Sanes, “the biology of behavior.
During the past 25 years, psychology has
made amazing advances in formulating
questions about behavior. Brain imaging,
computational methods, and cognitive
methods have become much more sophis-
ticated and have made it possible to ask
precise questions about behavior and cog-
nition. But [psychologists] lack the tools
to get at the biological bases of these fas-
cinating phenomena,” Sanes noted. Biol-
ogy, on the other hand, “has had its best
half-century in history” and “become

phenomenally good at answering ques-
tions using genetic, molecular, and pro-
teomic methods. Biologists are ready to
tackle the deepest mysteries left, those of
the human mind, but need help from re-
searchers who have really been studying
the mind.” He envisions bringing biolo-
gists and psychologists together with a
third group in the physical sciences:
scholars with expertise in advanced imag-
ing, nanotechnology, and computational
methods, in order to study the relation-
ship between neural circuitry and behav-
ior. Tool-building, he said, “will be central
to the program.”

Sanes expects to focus in part on organ-
isms less complex than primates, “like
mice or ants, that can navigate, that can

have complicated social behavior, that can
have complex reactions that anybody
would call emotions—like fear or mater-
nal attachment—but where one can begin
to look at the biological basis, which I
think is going to be circuits of neurons.
We want to understand something about
the circuit diagrams that underlie these
behaviors,” he said. “We will use mole-
cules and genes as tools, not as ends in
themselves. The behavior is what we
want to understand.” Using such tools,
biologists like Sanes can watch as the
neurons in living animals make new con-
nections. The center, Harvard’s leaders
hope, will lead to new insights and innov-
ative approaches to understanding how
the brain works.

1924 In a Crimson poll on Prohibition, the 
Harvard community votes nearly two to one to

keep the Volstead Act in force, and 1488 to 940 in
favor of more rigorous enforcement.

1949 Statistics compiled
by the Alumni Records Office

indicate that “John Har-
vard,” for the first time
in history, lives west 
of the Hudson River:
50.5 percent of 

Harvard graduates now live 
outside New England and New

York State, and their number
is growing.

1954 The College 
announces that maids will

no longer make students' beds, the first step in phasing
out a housekeeping arrangement that began 295 years earlier.

1969 The Faculty votes to withdraw academic credit for Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps activities at Harvard—home of the oldest ROTC program in the country.

1979 The Science Center is evacuated after about 250 milliliters of nitro-
glycerine is discovered in a basement lab. The undergraduate who produced it,
some in his dorm room, where he had been conducting experiments, leaves 
Harvard for the semester.
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